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Abstract

We are developing a photon-counting spectral CT detector with small pixel size of 0.4×0.5 mm2, offering a potential
advantage for better visualization of small structures in pediatric patients. The purpose of this study is to determine
the patient size dependent scanning parameters (kVp and mAs) for pediatric CT in two imaging cases: adipose imaging
and iodinated blood imaging.

Cylindrical soft-tissue phantoms of diameters between 10-25 cm were used to mimic patients of different ages from 0-
15 y. For adipose imaging, a 5-mm-diameter adipose sphere was assumed as an imaging target, while an iodinated blood
sphere of 1 mm in diameter was assumed in the case of iodinated imaging. By applying the geometry of a commercial CT
scanner (GE LightSpeed VCT), simulations were carried out to calculate the detectability index, d′2, with tube potentials
varying from 40 to 140 kVp. The optimal kVp for each phantom in each imaging case was determined such that the dose-
normalized detectability index, d′2/dose, is maximized. With the assumption that image quality in pediatric imaging
is required the same as in typical adult imaging, the value of mAs at optimal kVp for each phantom was selected to
achieve a reference detectability index that was obtained by scanning an adult phantom (30 cm in diameter) in a typical
adult CT procedure (120 kVp and 200 mAs) using a modeled energy-integrating system.

For adipose imaging, the optimal kVps are 50, 60, 80, and 120 kVp, respectively, for phantoms of 10, 15, 20, and
25-cm in diameter. The corresponding mAs values required to achieve the reference detectability index are only 9%,
23%, 24%, and 54% of the mAs that is used for adult patients at 120 kVp, for 10, 15, 20, and 25-cm-diameter phantoms,
respectively. In the case of iodinated imaging, a tube potential of 60 kVp was found optimal for all phantoms investigated,
and the mAs values required to achieve the reference detectability index are 2%, 9%, 37%, and 109% of the adult mAs.
The results also indicate that with the use of respective optimal kVps, the photon-counting spectral system offers up to
30% higher d′2/dose than the modeled energy-integrating system for adipose imaging, and 70% for iodinated imaging.
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1. Introduction

CT imaging has the advantage of high speed which
is important in acute settings (e.g. emergency rooms).
Also with the high speed children do not need to be se-
dated to avoid motion artifacts, as for magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), reducing risk and cost associated to this
process. In 2006, 4 million children were examined with
CT in the USA [1] and today well over 10 million children
is probably examined worldwide[2]. Since children have
more rapidly dividing cells than adults and have longer
life expectancy[3, 4], the odds that they will develop can-
cers from x-ray radiation may be higher than for adults.
A study has estimated that the lifetime radiation risk for
children is 2-3 times greater than that to adults[5]. More-
over, a reduced cognitive function in adulthood as a result
of low radiation dose to the brain in infancy has also been
reported[6]. Hence, it is of particular importance to keep
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the radiation in pediatric CT as low as reasonably achiev-
able (ALARA).

Initial effort to reduce radiation risk for pediatric CT
is to modulate the value of milliampere-seconds (mAs)
based on patient weight or size[7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. While
some hospitals experientially chose tube current settings
based on patient weight[10], Boone et al[11] physically de-
termined size-dependent mAs by performing a phantom
study. The results showed that with the same CT opera-
tion at 120 kVp, pediatric patients of 15 cm in diameter
only required 5.4% of the tube current used for adults while
image quality was maintained. Aside from the modulation
of mAs, there is a growing interest recently in optimizing
tube potentials for pediatric CT. The general conclusion
is that the use of low tube potentials can reduce dose with
preserved image quality[12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. A phantom
study by Siegel et al[14] shows that decreasing tube voltage
from 120 to 80 kVp can reduce dose in pediatric contrast-
enhanced CT without compromising image quality. The
dose reduction was also found in low-contrast imaging by
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Figure 1: (a) Photograph of a single detector module. x-rays are incident from the top of the detector module and the ASICs are located on
the right side protected by a thick tungsten slab. (b) Illustration of a full CT detector with a two-layer design.

reducing the tube voltage from 120 to 90 kVp, as reported
by Funama et al[15]. The underlying principle of the im-
provement at low tube potentials is that low-energy x-
rays contains more contrast information than high-energy
x-rays, particularly in contrast-enhanced imaging where
the attenuation coefficients of contrast agents are signifi-
cantly increased at low energies. Although lowering tube
potential is an effective way of reducing radiation dose in
pediatric CT, pediatric patients were scanned by many
hospitals with the same scanning protocols as adults[17].
The main challenge is that while radiologists have rich ex-
perience in the tube current settings for conventional 120
kVp operation, they are uncertain about which reference
tube current should be implemented at a reduced tube
potential[18]. In addition, because low-energy x-rays are
more likely to be attenuated, the tube currents required
for children with large sizes perhaps exceed the maximum
current achievable in x-ray tubes.

We are developing a photon-counting spectral (PCS)
detector for CT applications[19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Com-
pared to energy-integrating (EI) detectors that are com-
monly used in commercial CT systems, PCS detectors
are capable of measuring energies of individual x-rays and
sorting them into different energy bins. Spectral informa-
tion obtained by the PCS detectors can be used to im-
prove signal-difference-to-noise ratio (SDNR) by applying
energy-weighting schemes[24, 25], a potential trade-off for
lower radiation dose. Moreover, the pixel size (0.5×0.4
mm2) of our PCS detector is only around one-fifth as small
as those of typical CT detectors, thus allowing for better
visualization of small structures in pediatric patients. The
purpose of this study is to determine patient size depen-
dent scanning parameters, kVp and mAs, for pediatric CT
based on our PCS detector. Two kinds of imaging cases are
investigated in the study: adipose imaging and iodinated
blood imaging. While the former imaging case is repre-
sentative of low-contrast tasks in abdomen examinations,
the latter case is a high-contrast task commonly encoun-
tered in clinics. The image quality is quantified in terms
of detectability index (d′2), a figure of merit that takes
into account the spatial frequency dependence of signal

and noise.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Description of photon-counting spectral detector

A photography of a single detector module is shown in
Fig.1 (a). The detector module is fabricated on a high-
resistivity n-type silicon substrate with a thickness of 0.5
mm, and consists of 50 detector strips each with a pitch
of 0.4 mm. As a result, a pixel size of 0.5×0.4 mm2 is
given for each detector strip by orienting the module with
its edge directed towards the x-ray beam (i.e., edge-on).
The active absorption path along the x-ray incident di-
rection is 30 mm long with the aim of providing a high
detection efficiency. In order to overcome the problem of
high photon fluxes, the detector strip is subdivided into
16 segments along the x-ray incident direction. The seg-
ment length is exponentially increased, providing a nearly
uniform count rate over all segments. Each segment is con-
nected to an individual electronic readout channel on an
application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) bonded di-
rectly to the right side of the silicon substrate. The ASICs
serve to amplify and shape the current pluses produced by
x-ray interactions with the pulse hight proportional to the
amount of the deposited energy, and the resulting pulses
are compared with eight energy thresholds and then sorted
into one of the eight energy bins formed by two neighbor-
ing energy thresholds. More detailed information about
the ASIC can be found in earlier publications[20, 19].

Fig.1 (b) illustrates the geometry of a full CT detector
being assembled, which consists of a large number (1500-
2000) of detector modules. Each module is aligned with its
front edge pointing towards x-ray source. To facilitate the
cooling and mounting of electronics, the detector modules
are stacked in two different layers, with the lower detec-
tor layer offset by one module thickness along the x-axis
relative to the upper layer. The backside of each detec-
tor module is coated by a 50-µm-thick sheath of tungsten
to reduce internal scatter radiation between different de-
tector modules, yielding a geometrical efficiency of around
0.95. In order to reject the scatter radiation from objects,
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Figure 2: Schematic of the simulation setup with a full CT detector. Phantoms are irradiated by a fan beam with a width of 1 cm along the
z-axis at the isocenter.

the tungsten sheaths at the upper detector layer are ex-
tended by 2.5 cm towards x-ray source, acting as a one-
dimensional anti-scatter grid.

A schematic of the simulation setup used in the study
is shown in Fig.2. The simulations are performed based
on the CT geometry of a commercial CT scanner (GE
LightSpeed VCT). The source-to-isocenter distance is 541
mm and the source-to-detector distance is 949 mm, giv-
ing a geometric magnification 1.75. The gantry rotation
time is assumed to be 0.5 s and the total number of ba-
sis projections acquired over one rotation is assumed to
be 2400. Four soft-tissue cylinders with diameters of 10,
15, 20, and 25 cm are placed at the isocenter to mimic a
new-born baby, a 5-y patient, a 10-y patient, and a 15-
y patient, respectively, and an additional phantom of 30
cm in diameter is studied to mimic an adult patient. The
axial lengths of all the phantoms are 14 cm. For adipose
imaging, a 5-mm-diameter adipose sphere was assumed as
an imaging target, while an iodinated blood sphere with
1-mm diameter and 5 mg/ml iodine concentration was as-
sumed in the case of iodinated imaging. The phantoms
are irradiated by a x-ray fan beam with a width of 1 cm
along the z-axis at the ioscenter. The x-ray tube equipped
in GE light speed VCT is Performix Pro 100 which has a
target angle of 7 degree and a focal spot size of 0.6×0.7
mm2[26]. Aside from an inherent flat filter equivalent to
0.43-cm-thick aluminum (Al), the GE LightSpeed system
provides three types of bowtie filters–small, medium and
large–which cover the full range of patients sizes, from pe-
diatric/head to adult patients. The geometry of the three
bowtie filters were measured using the method described
in Appendix A. The resulting equivalent Al thicknesses of
the bowtie filters in Fig.3 as a function of fan beam angle
are shown. In this study, the small bowtie filter is used for
all the pediatric phantoms, and the large bowtie filter for
the adult phantom.

2.2. Figure of merit

The detectability index, which describes spatial fre-
quency weighted SDNR based on the linear ideal observer
model, is applied for the evaluation of image quality. In
the published literatures[27, 28], there are two different
methods of determining the detectability index d′2 for CT
imaging systems: the 3D volumetric detectability index
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Figure 3: Equivalent-aluminum (Al) thickness of the bowtie filter as
a function of fan angle, measured in GE LightSpeed VCT. The fan
angle refers to the angle relative to the central x-ray path in the x-y
plane.

and the more familiar 2D detectability index in the cen-
tral slice of the reconstructed image. It is an open question
which one of the two methods is better to approximate a
human observer[29]. In this work, the latter method is
applied. Let ∆µ denote the peak difference in attenuation
coefficient between two hypotheses: h1 for the presence
of an imaging target and h0 for the absence of the tar-
get. Then, d′2 of the target in the reconstructed imaging
is written as:

d′2 =

(∆µ)2V 2

∫ ∫ ∣∣∫ MTF3D(fx, fy, fz)W (fx, fy, fz)dfz
∣∣2∫

NPS3D(fx, fy, fz)dfz
dfxdfy

(1)
where V is the volume of the imaging target. The task
function W is obtained by the Fourier transform of the
difference between two hypotheses, h0 and h1. Assuming
that the imaging target has a thickness of dt, ∆µ for a
rotationally symmetrical phantom can be determined:

∆µ = |ln q̄
0

q̄1
| × 1

dt
, (2)
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with q̄m being the expected signal under hypothesis hm
(m ∈ [0, 1]) for x-ray path through the central part of the
phantom.

The terms MTF3D and NPS3D in Eq (1) represent the
3D modulation transfer function and noise power spectrum
in the reconstruction domain, respectively, with fx, fy, and
fz being the spatial frequencies in the x-, y-, and z-axis.
Using the method presented by Tward and Siewerdsen[30],
3D MTF and NPS in the image reconstruction domain can
be calculated by taking the 2D MTF(u, v) and NPS(u, v)
in the projection domain into the equations below:

MTF3D(fr, fz) =
1

u
MTF2D(u/M, v/M)TrTapoTinterp

NPS3D(fr, fz) =
πM

(q̄0)2Npu
NPS2D(u/M, v/M)T 2

r T
2
apoT

2
interp

(3)
where M is the system geometric magnification, Np is the
total number of basis projections over one CT rotation,
u and v represent the spatial frequencies of the projec-
tion domain in the x- and z-axis, respectively, and fr is
the radial frequency in the axial plane (x-y plane), given

as
√
f2x + f2y . The terms Tr, Tapo and Tinterp refer to the

filters applied in the filtered back projection algorithm.
Tr is the ramp filter, given by |u|. Tapo is apodization
filter to limit high-frequency noise, determined by a Han-
ning window function. The noise power spectrum through
the interpolation process is described by a sinc function,
Tinterp = sinc2(πuax)sinc2(πvaz), with ax and az being
the pixel widths along the x- and z-axis in the projection
domain, respectively.

To determine the most dose efficient tube potential,
the detectability index is normalized by the corresponding
dose delivered to the phantom, d′2/dose, a figure of merit
independent of radiation exposure. Then, the optimal kVp
for each phantom in each imaging case is selected such that
d′2/dose is maximized.

The value of mAs at the optimal kVp is selected as
follows. For each imaging case, we define a reference de-
tectability index d′2ref that is obtained by scanning the
adult phantom in a typical adult CT procedure (120 kVp
and 200 mAs) using an energy-integrating (EI) system
modeled in section 2.4. With the assumption that image
quality for pediatric imaging is required the same as for
adult imaging, the corresponding mAs for each pediatric
phantom is then determined to achieve a detectability in-
dex equal to d′2ref . Since the values of mAs in adult CT
procedures might vary substantially due to different CT
scanners and imaging tasks, the calculated mAs values for
the investigated pediatric phantoms are normalized by 200
mAs to cancel out the scanner- and task-specific factors.

2.3. Theoretical Model of photon-counting spectral system

2.3.1. 2D projection MTF

We define point spread function (psf) as the expected
signal distribution over the projection domain as a result

of a parallel x-ray beam incident on a pixel. For a photon-
counting spectral (PCS) system with N energy bins, a
weighted projection image is obtained by weighting the
counts registered by each energy bin. Thus, the total psf
is a linear combination of psfs of N energy bins.

psf =

N∑
i=1

ωipsfi, (4)

where the subscript i denotes the bin number and ωi refers
to the weighting factor assigned to bin i. The resulting
presampled detector MTFd for monochromatic x-rays with
energy E is then determined as the zero-frequency normal-
ized Fourier transform of psf. The extension to a broad
spectrum is straightforward, given by:

MTFd(u, v) =

∫
Φm(E)D(E)MTFd(u, v;E)dE∫

Φm(E)D(E)dE
(5)

where Φm(E) (unit: ph/mm2) refers to the spectrum in-
cident on the detector under hypothesis hm and D(E) is
the energy dependent detection efficiency of the detector,
both of which can be obtained by the application of the
Beer-Lambert law.

It is well known that the blurring effect caused by focal
spot can degrade spacial resolution of an imaging system.
By assuming that the intensity of the focal spot in the sys-
tem follows a rectangular distribution, the final 2D MTF
in the detector plane is then determined by:

MTF2D(u, v) =

MTFd(u, v)× |sinc[(M− 1)lxu]sinc[(M− 1)lzv]|
(6)

with lx and lz being the focal spot widths along the x and
z direction, respectively.

2.3.2. 2D projection NPS

With the fundamental assumptions that the detector
system is linear and shift-invariant and all noise processes
are Wide-sense stationary, the projection NPS is deter-
mined using the following expression[31]:

NPS2D(u, v) =
axaz
NxNz

< |Fx,z{∆I(x, z)}|2 >, (7)

where ∆I(x, z) is the signal difference relative to the ex-
pected value in a noise-only image of size Nx × Nz [i.e.,
∆I = Ī(x, z) − I(x, z)]. Let ∆Ii(x, z) denote the signal
difference for bin i image, ∆I can be written in a matrix
form:

∆I(x, z) =

N∑
i

ωi∆Ii(x, z) = wT∆I (8)

with w being the bin weighting vector [ω1, ..., ωN]. To
make the dependence of the NPS on w clear, Eq 7 is rewrit-
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ten as:

NPS2D(u, v) =
axaz
NxNz

< |wTFx,z{∆I(x, z)}|2 >

= wTNPSw,
(9)

where NPS is a N×N matrix with the elements NPSij(u, v)
obtained by:

NPSij(u, v) =
axaz
NxNz

< Fx,z{∆Ii(x, z)}∗Fx,z{∆Ij(x, z)}T > .

(10)

2.3.3. Optimal bin weighting

For CT imaging, the observed values in different en-
ergy bins can be weighted either before log-normalization
(projection-based weighting), or after log normalization
(image-based weighting). It has been shown that with real-
istic noise assumptions projection and image-based weight-
ing results in similar SDNR, while the latter method can
reduce beam-hardening artifacts[25]. In this work, the bin
weights are optimized using the projection-based weight-
ing scheme.

Let g be a 1×N column vector g = (g1, g2, ......, gN )T ,
with entries being the outcomes of N energy bins. Under
the hypothesis hm (m ∈[0, 1]), the expectation value of g
is expressed as ḡm = 〈g|hm〉. The squared SDNR between
the imaging target and the background is then given by:

SDNR2 =
(w∆ḡ)2

w(K1 +K0)wT
(11)

where ∆ḡ = |ḡ1 − ḡ0| and Km is the N ×N covariance
matrix of g under hypothesis m, with entries given by:

Km
ij = 〈(gi − ḡi)(gj − ḡj)|hm〉,m = 0, 1. (12)

It has been shown that the optimal weighting vector w
that maximizes Eq (11) is determined by[32]:

w = (K0 +K1)−1∆ḡ. (13)

For an ideal case that all incident x-rays are recorded
only once by detectors, the outcomes of energy bins are
independent of each other and Km then becomes a di-
agonal matrix with the diagonal entry Km

ii equal to the
expected value of bin i, i.e., ḡmi . However, this is not the
case in practical photon-counting detectors where single
x-ray photons might be double counted due to Compton
scatter, K-fluorescence effect and charge sharing. The re-
sulting noise events would increase the bin variance Kii if a
single x-ray is counted twice in bin i, or introduce non-zero
correlation noise Kij if a single x-ray is recorded by two
different bins. Hence, these events have to be taken into
account in the determination of optimal bin weighting.

Let αi(E) be the probability of a primary interacting x-
ray with original energy E being single registered by bin i,

and βij(E) the probability that a primary x-ray produces
one count in bin i in its original pixel and one more count
in bin j in another pixel. The entries of Km has been
determined in Appendix B:

Km
ij ={∫
axazΦ

m(E)D(E)
[
αi +

∑N
k=1[βik + βki] + 2βij

]
dE i = j∫

axazΦ
m(E)D(E)[βij + βji]dE i 6= j

(14)
The expected value ḡmi in bin i is calculated by sum-

ming together the primary counts Pi and double counts Si
that are caused by Compton scatter and charge sharing:

ḡmi = Pi + Si

=

∫
axazΦ

m(E)D(E)
[
αi(E) +

N∑
k=1

βik(E)
]
dE

+

∫
axazΦ

m(E)D(E)

N∑
k=1

βki(E)dE.

(15)

The optimal weighting vector w is then determined by
substituting Eq (14) and Eq (15) into Eq (13) and the
expected value q̄m in Eq (2) is given by wTgm.

2.4. Theoretical model of energy-integrating system

The energy-integrating (EI) detector is assumed to have
unity quantum efficiency, no scatter radiation between pix-
els and no electronic noise. In contrast to the pixel size
of 0.5×0.4 mm2 for the energy-resolving system, the pixel
size of the energy-integrating system is 1.2×1.2 mm2 with
an effective absorption area of 1×1 mm2. The resulting
geometrical efficiency, ηg, is around 0.7 which is a typ-
ical value for commercial CT systems. The presampled
detector MTF is then determined as the aperture MTF
multiplied by the MTF of focal spot :

MTF2D(u, v) =

|sinc(axu)sinc(azv)| × |sinc[(M− 1)lxu]sinc[(M− 1)lzv]|
(16)

with ax and az being 1 mm. The expected value q̄ and the
projection NPS for the EI system were derived by Siew-
erdsen et al[33] by applying cascaded model:

q̄ = ηgaxazΦ̄λ1λ2, (17)

NPS2D(u, v) =
a2xa

2
z

ηg
[
ηλ21λ

2
2Φ̄

As
+ ηλ1λ2Φ̄], (18)

where Φ̄ is the average number of x-rays incident on the
detector per mm2, and λ1 is the average light quanta per
x-ray interaction with the detector, obtained by dividing
the mean energy Ē of incident spectrum by the energy W
that is required to release a single light photon in detector
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Figure 4: Bin psfs for 80-keV x-rays with 8 energy thresholds evenly distributed between 5 and 90 keV.

materials. The detector material in this study is assumed
to be Gd2O2S:Tb which is commonly used in today’s CT
and gives a value of 17 eV for W. As is the Swank factor ac-
counting for fluctuation of λ1 due to K-fluorescence escape
in the detector material. For simplicity, As is assumed to
be unity in the study. λ2 is the factor describing the prob-
ability of light quanta being lost during transportation,
including the coupling efficiency of light escaping from de-
tector materials and the optical quantum efficiency of pho-
todiodes. Since the values of λ2 for commercial CT scan-
ners are not available in present literatures, we determined
λ2 to be 0.5, a value derived from the data measured by
Luhta et al[34] on a CT prototype,

By applying the same CT geometry as used for the PCS
system, the reference detectability index d′2ref as defined in
section 2.2 is calculated using an adult soft-tissue phantom
(30 cm in diameter) and a typical adult procedure (120
kVp and 200 mAs). In the study, we also calculate the
detectability indexes resulting from the modeled EI system
for the investigated pediatric phantoms and compare to
those obtained from the PCS system.

2.5. Simulation

2.5.1. 2D MTF

In order to determine psfi for the PCS system, Monte
Carlo simulations using GATE (Geant4 Application for
Tomographic Emission) were performed based on the full
CT detector geometry as described in section 2.1. Monochro-
matic x-rays with energies ranging from 15 to 140 keV were
applied in the simulation in steps of 1 keV. For each energy
point, one million x-rays uniformly incident on a central
pixel were tracked until the energy was totally absorbed or
escaped from the whole detector volume. For each x-ray
interaction, the interacting position and the correspond-
ing deposited energy were recorded. Since the current ver-
sion of ASIC does not implement anti-coincidence logic for
charge-sharing correction, the effect of charge sharing was

taken into account in the simulation by applying a charge-
sharing model developed by Bornefalk el al [35]. In this
model, the charge cloud produced by an x-ray is assumed
to be spherical Gaussian distributed with a standard devi-
ation, depending on the deposited energy and interaction
depth in the detector. The charge leaking to neighboring
pixels is simply determined by integrating the charge cloud
over the neighboring pixel volumes, disregarding the dis-
tortion of electric field between the pixels. Due to the effect
of electronic noise, the actual energies detected by a detec-
tor pixel might deviate from the deposited energies. This
deviation was modeled as a Gaussian distribution with a
standard deviation of 1.5 keV measured on a single detec-
tor module in earlier work[36]. With the determined de-
tected energies, the interacting events were then assigned
into one of 8 energy bins depending on the bin boundaries
(i.e., energy thresholds). In this study, the lowest thresh-
old was set to be 5 keV to reject false events produced
by electronic noise, while the remaining thresholds were
evenly distributed between 5 keV and the maximum x-ray
energy of a given incident spectrum.

An example of bin psfs for 80 keV x-rays is shown in
Fig. 4. Due to the tungsten shielding between the detector
modules, the x-ray re-absorption events along the x-axis
are much less than those along the z-axis. For a given
broad spectrum, the 2D MTF is determined by taking the
MTFs of the monochromatic energies into Eq (5). Fig. 5
shows the 2D MTFs for 80 kVp and 120 kVp. It is clear
that for the PCS system, MTF for 80 kVp is slightly better
than that of 120 kVp since the amount of Compton scatter
in the detector reduces as kVp decreases. Also plotted in
Fig. 5 is the result of the EI detector modeled in section
2.4. Due to the larger pixel size, MTF of EI system drops
faster than that of PCS system.

It is assumed that the energy responses of all detec-
tor pixels are uniform. By reusing the data of the bin psf
simulation, the probabilities αi was calculated as the ratio
between the number of x-rays that were single registered
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Figure 5: 2D MTF of the PCS system at 80 and 120 kVp for iodinated imaging, in comparison with that of the modeled EI system.(a)
MTF(u, 0); (b) MTF(0,v). A 0.6 mm × 0.7 mm focal spot was assumed for both systems.

Table 1: Number of primary counts, and number of double counts caused by charge sharing and Compton scatter, in 8 energy bins as a result
of 106 incident x-rays drawn from 120 kVp spectrum. Also presented are the total bin counts gi and noise-to-primary ratio γi of each bin.

Energy bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
(keV) 5-20 20-35 35-50 50-65 65-80 80-95 95-110 110-120
Pi 2.4e+5 5.2e+4 2.8e+4 8.4e+4 6.2e+4 2.8e+4 1.3e+4 0.2e+4
Scsi 1.2e+4 4.4e+3 1.0e+3 64 0 0 0 0
Scomi 1.5e+4 7.0e+2 2.2e+3 1.0e+4 3.5e+3 6.8e+2 1.4e+2 2
gi = Pi + Scsi + Scomi 2.7e+5 5.7e+4 3.2e+4 9.5e+4 6.5e+4 2.9e+4 1.3e+4 0.2e+4
γi = (Scsi + Scomi )/Pi 0.11 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.06 0.02 0.01 0

1 Scsi and Scomi denote the double counts due to charge sharing and Compton scatter, respectively.

by energy bin i and the total number of the primary in-
teracting x-rays. It is noted that if an x-ray deposited
energy less than the minimum threshold 5 keV in its orig-
inal pixel and produced one more count in another pixel,
we considered it as a single-counted event since it only
leads to image blurring and dose not contribute to noise.
Similarly, the probability βij of each monochromatic en-
ergy was also calculated in the simulations. For a given
incident broad spectrum Φ, the values of αi and βij were
obtained by averaging the monochromatic results over the
spectrum. Table 1 shows the number of primary counts
and double counts of 8 energy bins for 120 kVp spectrum,
as calculated by Eq (15). It is clear that low-energy bins
are severely affected by charge sharing and Compton scat-
ter; the noise-to-primary ratios for bin 1-4 are around 11-
12%. Overall, 6.5% and 3.4% of the primary interacting
x-rays are double counted due to Compton scatter and
charge sharing, respectively.

2.5.2. 2D NPS

To determine the NPS matrix in Eq (9) for the PCS
system, 1000 noise-only projection images I for each monochro-
matic energy were simulated. For each image, one million
incident x-rays uniformly distributed over 50×50 pixels at
the center of the detector plane were tracked. Because the
re-absorption of scattered x-rays will be underestimated in

the pixels close to the edge of the simulated parallel beam,
a region of interest covering the central 40×40 pixels was
cropped from each simulated image. The entries of the
matrix NPS were then calculated through Eq (10). The
NPS for a given incident spectrum was obtained by av-
eraging the monochromatic results over the incident spec-
trum. Fig.6 (a) shows the 2D NPS of bin 1 and 2 (i.e.,
entries NPS11 and NPS22 in NPS matrix) at 120 kVp.
The non-zero NPS12 in Fig.6 (a) indicates that there ex-
ists correlation between bin 1 and 2 which is attributed to
the x-rays that are double counted by the two bins. By
taking the NPS matrix into Eq (9), the total NPS for the
PCS system can be computed. Fig.6 (b) shows the result-
ing NPS normalized by the square of the mean signal, q̄, in
the pure photon-counting mode (i,e., w =1). The result-
ing 2D NPS for the modeled EI system is also presented
for comparison, .

2.5.3. Phantom dose

The doses to the phantoms were also determined using
Monte Carlo simulation by applying a series of monochro-
matic x-rays from 5 to 140 keV in 5 keV steps. The di-
vergence of the fan beam was modeled to be just broad
enough to cover the phantoms. For each keV and each
phantom diameter, one million x-rays were tracked until
they were completely absorbed by the phantom, or es-
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caped from the phantom volume. The interaction position
of each interaction event in the phantom volume and its
corresponding deposited energy were recorded. Secondary
radiation from the bowtie filter was not included in the
simulation, since it contributes little to the phantom dose
due to the blocking of pre-collimator in front of the bowtie
filter. Fig. 7 shows the radiation dose profile along the z-
axis for the 15-cm phantom under 80 keV irradiation. A
considerable fraction of energy was deposited outside the
directly irradiated area due to scatter radiation. The dose
to the phantom for each keV and each phantom diameter
was determined as the integral of the radiation dose pro-
file along the z-axis divided by the fan-beam width, which
represents the multiple scan average dose (MSAD) of the
central phantom volume in helical mode with a pitch equal
to 1[37]. The dose for broad spectrum was computed by
weighting the monoenergetic results. Since the phantoms
used in our study are rotationally symmetrical, the dose
received by a phantom per rotation was determined by
multiplying the dose per basis projection with the total
number of basis projections Np over one rotation.

It is well known that in practice, MSAD for a given
phantom can be estimated by measuring the weighted com-
puted tomography dose index (CTDIw, i.e., the sum of
one-third CTDI measured at the center of the phantom
and two-thirds the CTDI measured at the edge of the
phantom)[38]. The CTDIw of different commercial scan-
ners are specifically measured using two cylindrical PMMA
phantoms of the same length of 14 cm, one for head ex-
amination with 16 cm diameter and a second for body
examination with 32-cm diameter, defined by FDA[39]. In
order to validate the Monte Carlo simulations in our study,
we estimated the MSAD by applying the same phantoms
and then made a comparison with the values of CTDIw
measured on a GE LightSpeed scanner by manufacturers.
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Figure 7: Dose profile along the table movement direction (i.e., z-
axis as illustrated in Fig.2) as a result of 106 incident x-rays with
original energy of 80 keV. The tails of the dose profile are caused by
scatter radiation.

3. Results

3.1. 3D MTF and NPS

3D MTF and NPS in the reconstruction image do-
main are computed by taking the simulated 2D MTF and
NPS into Eq (3). Fig. 8 (a) shows the radial frequency

(fr =
√
f2x + f2y ) dependent 3D MTF with fz = 0 at

120 kVp, for PCS system by applying the pure photon-
counting (p.c.) weighting and optimal energy weighting
(e.w.). Also shown are the results of the modeled EI sys-
tem for comparison. Fig. 8 (b) shows the corresponding
results of 3D NPS for both systems.

3.2. Phantom dose

Fig.9 (a) shows the phantom diameter dependence of
dose (unit: Gy/mAs) for 60, 80, and 120 kVp. The dose
is gradually decreased as the phantom diameter increases.
In order to validate the Monte Carlo simulations, compar-
isons with the values of CTDIw [26] measured on a GE
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Figure 10: Dose-normalized detectability index, d2/dose, as a function of kVp for adipose imaging. The results of the PCS system are plotted
as solid and dashed lines for pure photon-counting (p.c.) and energy-weighting mode, respectively. The results of the modeled EI system are
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LightSpeed VCT using two FDA specified phantoms are
illustrated in Fig. 9 (b). It is noted that since CTDIw
were measured in air rather than in PMMA, the simula-
tion data shown in Fig. 9 (b) are the results after con-
version by multiplying (µen/ρ)airpmma, the ratio of the mass
energy absorption coefficient in air to that of PMMA. It
is observed that the simulation results are in good agree-
ment with the measured values with an average difference
of 2%.

3.3. Size dependent kVp and mAs
The detectability index d′2 is calculated by taking 3D

MTF and NPS into Eq (1). Fig. 10 and 11 show the de-
tectability index that is normalized by the delivered phan-
tom dose, d′2/dose, for phantoms of 10-25 cm diameter,
as a function of kVp for the adipose and iodinated blood
imaging cases, respectively. The optimal kVp for each
phantom in each imaging case is chosen such that the value
of d′2/dose is maximized. It is found that in the PCS sys-
tem using optimal energy weighting (blue solid lines), the
optimal kVp for adipose imaging varies from 50 to 120
kVp as phantom size increases, while an optimal kVp of
60 kVp is observed for all the investigated phantoms in
iodinated imaging. For both adipose and iodinated imag-
ing cases, the benefit of the use of low tube potentials is

found substantial compared to the conventional 120 kVp
for phantoms with diameter below 20 cm. This is because
low-energy x-rays generally contain more contrast infor-
mation than high-energy x-rays. As phantom diameter
increases in adipose imaging, low-energy part of incident
spectrum is heavily filtered; hence, the optimal kVp is
shifted toward 120 kVp. For iodinated imaging, however,
due to the sharply increased attenuation just above the
iodine k-edge absorption energy (33.2 keV), a low tube
potential of 60 kVp is still desirable for larger phantoms.

To quantify the image improvement resulting from the
optimal energy-weighting scheme, the results for the PCS
system operated in pure photon-counting mode (dashed
lines) are also presented in Fig. 10 and 11. In the case of
adipose imaging, the improvement is around 8% for phan-
toms below 20 cm at optimal kVps, while little improve-
ment is observed for larger phantoms due to heavy filtra-
tion of low-energy x-rays. In iodinated imaging, the use of
the energy-weighting scheme can improve the detectability
index by around 25% for all the investigated phantoms at
the conventional 120 kVp, but only 5-7% when the inci-
dent spectrum is narrowed down to the optimal 60 kVp.

The results of the modeled EI system are plotted as
circles in Fig. 10 and 11. The trends of d′2/dose as a
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Figure 11: Dose-normalized detectability index, d2/dose, as a function of kVp for iodinated imaging. The results of PCS system are plotted
as solid and dashed lines for pure photon-counting (p.c.) and energy-weighting mode, respectively. The results of the modeled EI system are
plotted as circles. (a) 10-cm phantom; (b) 15-cm phantom; (c) 20-cm phantom; (d) 25-cm phantom

function of kVp for the investigated phantoms are approx-
imately the same as those of the PCS system for both adi-
pose and iodinated imaging cases. The results also indicate
that despite the influences of Compton scatter and charge
sharing, our PCS system is superior to the EI system over
the kVp and phantom diameter range investigated in the
study. With the use of the respective optimal kVps, the
dose-normalized detectability indexes of the PCS system
are 105-130% of those of the EI system for adipose imag-
ing, and 170% for iodinated imaging.

With the use of the optimal kVp for each phantom in
each imaging case, the relative mAs that is necessary to
achieve the reference detectability index d′2ref as defined in
section 2.2 is shown in Fig.12: adipose imaging (left figure)
and iodinated imaging (right figure). It is clearly shown
that a substantial mAs reduction can be achieved for small
patients in both imaging cases. When decreasing phantom
diameter, the relative mAs is dramatically reduced. To
reach the reference detectability index in adipose imaging
(Fig.12 (a)), the PCS system requires only 9%, 23%, 24%,
and 54% of the mAs that is used for adult patients (30-cm
in diameter) at 120 kVp, for 10, 15, 20, and 25-cm phan-
toms, respectively. While in iodinated imaging (Fig.12
(b)), the reference detectability index can be achieved for

the investigated phantoms when 2%, 9%, 37%, and 109%
of the adult mAs are used.

4. Discussion and conclusions

A mathematical framework has been introduced to op-
timize the scanning parameters (kVp and mAs) for a pro-
posed PCS CT system in pediatric imaging. The results
presented in the study show that the scanning parameters
for pediatric CT should be selected depending on patient
sizes and imaging tasks. Low tube potentials were found
optimal for pediatric patients in iodinated imaging, and
also optimal in adipose imaging for patients with diam-
eter below 20 cm. One concern for the use of low tube
potentials for pediatric patients is that the CT numbers of
imaging structures (e.g. soft tissue) might differ from those
resulting from 120 kVp; radiologists thus have to adapt to
a different overall image impression. However, considering
the substantial dose reduction that benefits from the use
of low kVps, it is worth making such efforts.

The results have also shown that the our PCS system is
superior to the modeled EI system over the kVp and phan-
tom diameter range investigated in the study. One factor
not included in the EI system modeling is electronic noise,
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Figure 13: Simulated CT images for a high-resolution task with two 1-mm-diameter iodinated blood vessels separated by 1.5 mm: (a)
produced by the modeled energy-integrating system at 60 kVp; (b) produced by the proposed photon-counting spectral system using optimal
energy weighting at the same exposure condition.
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which can be negligible when a typical adult CT proce-
dure is performed. However, it might become an issue
if the quantum noise, determined by the number of de-
tected x-rays, is reduced to a level comparable to intrinsic
electronic noise. Since low-energy x-rays generally contain
greater contrast information than high-energy x-rays, the
x-ray fluence on the detector required for low kVps will be
less than that for high kVps to achieve same image qual-
ity, thus yielding a reduced quantum noise. To see whether
the electronic noise affect the modeled EI system operated
at low tube potentials, we added one term in Eq (18) to
account for the additive noise caused by electronic noise
σe,

NPS(u, v) =
1

FF
a2xa

2
z[
ηλ21λ

2
2Φ̄

As
+ ηλ1λ2Φ̄] + axazσ

2
e (19)

with σe assumed to be 4800 e−, a value measured from a
CT prototype scanner by Luhta et al[34]. The resulting
relative mAs for the EI system including electronic noise
are plotted by crosses in Fig.12. For the phantom imaging
with optimal kVps between 50-60 kVp, a further increase
in mAs is required for the EI system to compensate for the
effect of electronic noise. An alternative way to reduce the
effect of electronic noise is to reduce the total number of
CT projections with maintained mAs; however, it would
result in angular aliasing artifacts[40], which may affect
the detection of fine structures in children. In contrast, our
PCS system can reject electronic noise with any number
of CT projections by setting a minimum threshold above
noise floor, making it more attractive for the application
of pediatric imaging.

This study was focused on the detection of a given
imaging target. Some imaging tasks also require to deter-
mine if an imaging target is separated from other struc-
tures. For such high-resolution tasks, more gain can be
expected from the proposed PCS system. Fig. 13 shows
the simulated CT images of two 1-mm-diameter iodinated
blood vessels separated by 1.5 mm, produced by the PSC
and EI systems. The PCS system is clearly able to sep-
arate the vessels whereas the EI system is not. In future
work, it might be of interest to investigate more about
such high-resolution tasks.

The pileup effect caused by pulse overlapping of inter-
acting x-rays was not included in the simulations, because
it has been measured on our detector module [20] that
only 1% of input counts are lost when x-ray fluence rate
goes up to 300 M photons s−1mm−2(typical fluence rate
range for CT is 1-200 M photons s−1 mm−2). In addition,
motion unsharpness caused by patients was not modeled
in the study and this effect has to be evaluated in future
clinical study.

Appendix A. Characterization of bowtie filters

The method to measure the bowtie filter geometry is
similar to that proposed by McMillan et al[41]. Fig. 13

dosimeter x

y

θ

bowtie "lter

Figure A.14: Experimental set-up of the characterization of bowtie
filters

shows the experimental setup for the measurement of the
bowtie geometry. The CT scanner was operated at 120
kVp in the stationary mode with the x-ray tube fixed at
90◦ position. An RTI dosimeter was placed at the patient
table with the sensitive area at the isocenter. The table
was moved along the y-axis in steps of 1 cm and at each
step the doses to air with and without bowtie filter were
measured. Thus, the ratio Dm of the measured dose in
air with bowtie filter to that withour bowtie filter can be
determined as a function of the fan-beam angle θ:

Dm(θ) =
Dosebowtie

Doseno bowtie
(A.1)

With known incident spectrum Φ(E), the theoretical
ratio Dt of the dose in air with Al of thickness dAl to that
without Al can be calculated:

Dt(θ) =
DoseAl

Doseno Al

=

∫
(µen

µ )airΦ(E)Ee−µAldAl(1− e−µairdair)dE∫
(µen

µ )airΦ(E)E(1− e−µairdair)dE

(A.2)
where µ is the energy dependent attenuation coefficient,
µen is the energy absorption coefficient, and dair is the air
thickness in the dosimeter.

The equivalent Al thickness at each step was deter-
mined such that the theoretical dose ratio Dt is equal to
the measured dose ratio Dm. Since the bowtie filter is
symmetrical along the x-axis, only one half-bowtie filter
was measured and the whole bowtie geometry was then
obtained by mirroring the results of the measurement.

Appendix B. Derivation of covariance matrix K

For incident x-rays with original energy E, the result-
ing counts of energy bin i is the sum of primary counts Pi,
and double counts Si that are caused by Compton scat-
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tering and charge sharing:

gi = Pi + Si. (B.1)

The variance of bin i, Kii, is then calculated as:

Var[gi] = Var[Pi] + Var[Si] + 2× Cov[Pi, Si]. (B.2)

Let αi(E) be the probability of a primary interacting
x-ray with original energy E being single registered by bin
i, and βij(E) the probability that a primary x-ray pro-
duces one count in bin i in its original pixel and one more
count in bin j in another pixel. If N energy bins are ap-
plied in a photon-counting spectral system, it is expected
to be in total N(N+1) possibilities of how an interacting
x-ray is registered. Given n primary interacting x-rays,
the random output of N(N+1) possibilities follows multi-
nomial distribution. We denote Xi as the output of single
registration in bin i and Yij the output of double-counted
events with probability βij . Then, the random variables
Pi and Si can be expressed as:

Pi = Xi +

N∑
k=1

Yi,k and Si =

N∑
k=1

Yk,i. (B.3)

By applying the law of total variance, the variance of Xi

is calculated as:

Var[Xi] = E[Var[Xi|n]] + Var[E[Xi|n]]

= αi(1− αi)E[n] + α2
iVar[n].

(B.4)

Since the number of primary interacting x-rays follows
Poisson distribution with the expected value of n̄ (i.e., n ∈
Po(n̄)), Var[Xi] is equal to αin̄. Similarly, the variance
of Yij can be proved to be βij n̄. Using the law of total
covariance, we show that the outputs of N(N+1) x-ray
registration possibilities are independent of each other:

Cov(Xi, Xj) = E[Cov(Xi, Xj |n)] + Cov[E(Xi|n),E(Xj |n)]

= −αiαjE[n] + αiαjVar[n]

= 0 if i 6= j.
(B.5)

Similarly, Cov(Xi, Yij) = 0 and Cov(Yij , Ykl) = 0. There-
fore, the variance of Pi and Si is determined by

Var[Pi] = Var[Xi +

N∑
k=1

Yi,k] = n̄(αi +

N∑
k=1

βik)

Var[Si] = Var[

N∑
k=1

Yk,i] = n̄

N∑
k=1

βki,

(B.6)

and the covariance of Pi and Si is given:

Cov[Pi, Si] = Cov[Yi,i, Yi,i] = βiin̄. (B.7)

By substituting Eq B.6 and Eq B.7 into Eq B.2, the

variance of energy bin i for incident energy E is given:

Var[gi] = n̄
[
αi(E) +

N∑
k=1

[βik(E) + βki(E)] + 2βij(E)
]
.

(B.8)
The covariance of bin i and j, Kij , can also be obtained
in a similar way:

Cov[gi, gj ] = Cov[Yij + Yji, Yij + Yji] = [βij(E) + βji(E)]n̄
(B.9)

For broad incident spectrum Φ(E) (unit: ph/mm2),
the value of Kij is a linear combination of monochromatic
results:

Km
ij ={∫
axazΦ

m(E)D(E)
[
αi +

∑N
k=1[βik + βki] + 2βij

]
dE i = j∫

axazΦ
m(E)D(E)[βij + βji]dE i 6= j,

(B.10)
where D(E) is the detection efficiency of the investigated
detector and Φm(E) is the spectrum incident on the de-
tector under the hypothesis hm.
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